The exact conditions for density functionals and density matrix functionals in terms of fractional charges and fractional spins are known, and their violation in commonly used functionals has been shown to be the root of many major failures in practical applications. However, approximate functionals are not normally expressed in terms of the fractional variables. Here we develop a general framework for extending approximate density functionals and many-electron theory to fractional-charge and fractional-spin systems. Our development allows for the fractional extension of any approximate theory that is a functional of G 0 , the one-electron Green's function of the non-interacting reference system. The extension to fractional charge and fractional spin systems is based on the ensemble average of the basic variable, G 0 . We demonstrate the fractional extension for the following theories:
I. INTRODUCTION
Exact conditions for the ground-state energy of many-electron systems play a very important role in the development and understanding of approximate density functional and many body theories. Particularly relevant are the exact conditions for fractional charges [1] and fractional spins [2, 3] , that have highlighted some key failures of approximate density functionals which are connected to major failures in chemical and physical applications [4] associated with the dissociation of molecular ions, polarizabilities, barrier heights, magnetic properties, fundamental band-gaps and strongly-correlated systems.
The main problem of DFT to give accurate energy gaps in finite and bulk systems can be traced to the delocalization error, which is defined as the deviation of a given approximate functional from the exact linear behavior in fractional charges [5] . Consequently, most approximate functionals tend to over-delocalize the added electron or hole or give unphysically low energies for delocalized electrons. . The consequences of the delocalization error can be seen not only in the prediction of derivative properties such as band gaps and charge transfer excitations [6] , or the energy of stretched molecular ions [7] , but also in thermochemistry and structures of molecules at equilibrium [8, 9] . Progress has been made in designing functionals with reduced delocalization error [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Because of the delocalization error, currently, reliable band gap prediction is dependent on the use of many-body Green's function theory, such as the GW approximation [15] .
Analogously, it has been proven [2] that fractional spins arise in systems with large static correlation energy (strongly correlated systems). Static correlation error of approximate functionals is defined as the deviation in the energy of fractional-spin states from the constancy condition defined by the energy of the comprising pure spin states. This leads to another set of different failures in DFT such as incorrect chemical bond dissociation or failure for the band structure prediction of Mott insulators [2, 3] .
The simple physical picture of fractional charges and fractional spins comes from molecular dissociation [16] . For example, fractional-charge hydrogen atoms result from the dissociation of H + 2 [7] , and fractionalspin hydrogen atoms from the dissociation of H 2 [2] . This is key as it makes possible the direct numerical verification for the fractional extensions of approximate theories: The fractional-charge or fractional-spin calculations have to yield energies that agree with the limits of the corresponding molecular dissociation [17] .
For the extension of approximate functionals of the density or the first-order density matrix to fractional charges, N + δ (0 < δ < 1), the ensemble average of the density [1] or the one-electron density matrix [16] can be used ρ 1 (N + δ) = (1 − δ)ρ 1 (N) + δρ 1 (N + 1).
(
This leads to the simple extension of fractional occupation of the orbitals, ρ 1 (r, r ′ ) = i n i φ i (r)φ i (r ′ ), which has enabled the extension of methods such as local density approximation (LDA), generalized gradient approximation (GGA) or Hartree-Fock (HF) to fractional charge and fractional spins [2, 18, 19] .
These exact conditions for fractional charges and fractional spins are just as important for manybody theory based methods, where an extension to fractional occupations is still required. However, this generalization is not always a trivial question because the basic variable is no longer the density or the one-particle density matrix. Furthermore, the extension to fractional occupations does not correspond to a finite temperature formulation of the theory evaluated at T=0 to linearly combine the energies in the traditional ensemble perspective. For Møller Plesset theory (MP2) and the random phase approximation (RPA) [20] [21, 22] , which depend on the unoccupied orbitals and eigenvalues, the basic variable is the oneelectron Green's function, which now plays the same role as the one-electron density matrix for approximate density functionals. The fractional extensions have been made for the Møller Plesset theory (MP2) [23] and for the random phase approximation [24, 25] , but without rigorous derivation.
In this work, we will show that the basic variable is an ensemble average of the one-electron Green's function for the non-interacting systems. As it will be shown, this result agrees with the Eq. (1) and allows the correct extension of many-body methods to fractional charges and fractional spins.
II. FRACTIONAL CHARGES AND FRACTIONAL SPINS BASED ON ONE-ELECTRON GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
There is a large class of approximate functionals or many-electron theories, which can be cast as functionals of the one-electron Green's function of the non-interacting reference system. Because the electron density and the first-order density matrix for the non interacting reference system is given by the oneelectron Green's function, thus common functionals of the density or the one-electron density matrix are included.
The one-electron Green's function of an N-electron system in its ground state Ψ N 0 is defined as
in terms of the time ordering operator T and the creation a † and annihilation a operators. Note that the index i includes spin. In terms of combined spatial and spin coordinates x
with the field operators,ψ
expressed as linear combinations of creation and annihilation operators where the coefficients are the single particle spin orbitals {|φ i } and the sums run over all possible single particle states.
The one-electron Green's function can also be expressed in terms of a complete set of eigenstates
and eigenvalues E N +1 m of the system Hamiltonian:
which leads to the Lehmann representation in energy, given by the Fourier transform
For a non-interacting system that is described by a normalized Slater determinant Φ N 0 with one-electron orbitals {|φ i } and orbital energies {ε i }, its single-particle Green's function is given by
where F is a number larger than the index for the highest occupied orbital but smaller than the index for the lowest unoccupied orbital. In coordinate and spin space
In energy representation,
and
where a, b, c, d are particle indexes (unoccupied), i, j, k, l are hole indexes (occupied) and m, n, o, p are general indexes. Sometimes, i, j, k, l are used for general indexes, in specific cases as in Eqs. (2) .
To make the extension to fractional charge and fractional spin systems, we construct an ensemble of systems that are described with the same non-interacting reference Hamiltonian. For a fractionally charged system with N + δ electrons, where the spin character of the additional fractional charge δ is expressed through the orbital and its corresponding occupation number n i , we define the single-particle Green's function as the following ensemble average
or
where
In coordinate and spin space,
Fractional occupations occur only at the frontier levels, because we require the non-interacting ground state representation of an interacting system.
We have extended the index a for unoccupied orbital (particle) to include fractionally unoccupied states, and index i for occupied states (hole) to include fractionally occupied states. We also introduce the occupation-scaled unoccupied orbitalsφ
and the occupation-scaled occupied orbitalsφ
Our extension allows the direct incorporation of fractional charges and spins into many-body theories based on Green's functions.
The expression G 0,N +δ (x, x ′ ; E) Eq. (17), is the key result, which underlies a simple rule for extending approximate density functionals and many-body theories to fractional charges and fractional spins: Notice that G 0,N +δ (x, x ′ ; E) has the same form as G 0,N (x, x ′ ; E), except that i) the parent orbitals need to be replaced by the occupation-scaled orbitals, ii) the set of occupied orbitals includes fractionally occupied ones, and iii) the set of unoccupied orbitals includes the fractionally unoccupied ones. Thus fractional orbitals enter into both sets: as fractionally occupied, and as fractionally unoccupied.
Because the fractional orbitals enter into the formalism as fractional hole/occupied orbital and also as fractional particle/unoccupied orbital, the matrix representation for G 0,N +δ (i, j; E) can be written in the extended matrix of (n o + n f + n f + n u ), where n o is the number of (fully) occupied orbitals, n f is the number of fractional orbitals, and n u is the number of fully unoccupied orbitals. G 0,N +δ (i, j; E) is a diagonal matrix with four blocks of states: occupied states of the size n o , fractional occupied state of the size n f , fractional unoccupied states of the size n f , and unoccupied states of the size n u . The structure is
Note that in Eq. (20) , the Green's function has been unfolded into a matrix with the dimension of (n o + n f + n f + n u ), larger than (n o + n f + n u ), which is the dimension of all one-electron states. In this way, the matrix elements in orbital space in Eq. (20) are different from those in Eq.(15), but they have the same real-space representation of Eq. (17) .
In the following, we apply the fractional extension G 0,N +δ in various approximations and work out the details of the extension to various types of approximate functionals in many-body theory. Remarkably, in all the cases the simple extension rule applies.
III. HARTREE FOCK AND PERTURBATION THEORY
A. The density and density matrix from one-particle Green's functions
The non-interacting one-electron density matrix, corresponding the hole part in the many-body language, is given by
where the integration along the path C ↑ is the integration from −∞ to +∞ and closed on the negative side of the complex E plane. Analogously the non-interacting particle matrix of many body-theory (the virtual state density) isρ
In coordinate and spin space
andρ
such that
The electron density can thus be expressed in terms of the occupation numbers as
This equation is consistent with previous work [2, 3, 18] for any functional of ρ(x) or ρ s (x, x ′ ) such as LDA, GGA or HF. Here and hereafter, we suppress the superscripts "N + δ" for the density and particle matrix for the non-interacting fractional reference systems, when the fractional context is unambiguous.
B. Perturbation theory based on one-particle Green's functions
We will derive energy functionals of G 0,N +δ within the perturbation theory. The many-electron Hamiltonian is given by
or equivalently in Fock space,
Consider a non-interacting reference system which can have a local or non-local potential v s = v ext + u, of the form v s (x) or v s (x, x ′ ) respectively, as determined by the nature of u,
The equation for the Green's function of the physical interacting system is
and the corresponding Dyson equation
The irreducible self energy Σ * (E), expanded up to second-order perturbation in the electron-electron interaction [26] , is given by
where λ is the order parameter representing the electron-electron interaction, and the first-and secondorder contributions are
For the details of the integration leading to Eq. (38), see Section A 2 of the Appendix. Now we introduce the Hamiltonian H(λ) as a function of the coupling parameter λ
Thus,
Then the total energy as a function of λ is
and its derivative is
The total energy E(1) for the physical system is given by
where we suppress the index of λ in a i . This equation will lead to various useful expressions of the total energy in terms of Green's functions, G 0 (E) and G(E), and the self energies.
Using the equation of motion, we obtain, with details given in Section (A 3) of the Appendix, E(1) in terms of G λ (E) and the irreducible self energy Σ * λ (E)
Using the Dyson equation
in terms of the reducible self-energy Σ λ (E),
we obtain E(1) in terms of the reducible self-energy Σ λ (E) and G 0 (E):
We now use Eq. (47) and express Σ λ (E) in terms of the irreducible self-energy Σ * λ (E) and G 0 (E):
which can be used to obtain the perturbation expansion for Σ λ (E) to input into Eq. (48) to obtain the total energy. In addition, from Eq. (45), and using
which expresses the total energy directly in terms of the irreducible self-energy Σ * (E) and G 0 (E).
To second order, using Eq. (35) in Eq. (47)
which will be used to derive the perturbation energy functional.
Perturbation energy up to the first order
We now consider Eq. 51 up to first order,
Then, collecting the terms of order λ 0 in the integrand of Eq. (48) gives
which is just the Hartree-Fock energy functional for fractional systems. 
Using Eq. (A20),
With HF orbitals where −u + Σ * (1) (E) = 0, the second order energy is given by
which is the fractional extension of the MP2 energy used previously [23] . We attributed originally this fractional extension to the finite-temperature extension of second-order perturbation theory [27] , with the fractional occupations from finite temperature excitations. However, the current derivation has been developed for systems with fractional charges and spins at zero temperature.
Straightforwardly, we can obtain the derivatives with respect to the occupation numbers of the MP2 second order energy
where −u + Σ * (1) (E) = 0 has again been used. These derivatives have previously been used to calculate the MP2 gap of some atoms and molecules [23] .
IV. POLARIZATION PROPAGATORS AND RANDOM PHASE APPROXIMATIONS
Moving forward, we consider partial summation of perturbation theory based on the random phase approximation. The particle-hole two-particle Green's function is defined as
The Lehmann representation in energy is given by
Considering the density operator in terms of the field operatorŝ
leads to the diagonal elements
where we have used the four-point Green's function
Similarly the polarization propagator in the spin and coordinate space is defined as
The four-point polarization propagators are
In coordinate and spin representation x 1 , the diagonal elements are
The polarization propagator describes the dynamic density-density fluctuation, which can be approximated in the random phase approximation and leads to an approximate ground state correlation energy
A. Non-interacting Systems
The non-interacting propagator can be evaluated from Eqs. (64 and 65), or it is given by [26] 
B. Non-interacting systems with fractional charge and fractional spin
Using the key equations, Eqs. (14 and 15) , and following the same relationship as the integer cases in the previous section, we obtain the propagator for fractional systems,
This is another key equation, which raises several interesting points:
1. Π 0,N +δ is not the ensemble average of the N and N + δ systems, whereas G 0,N +δ is.
In
because of θ(F − j)θ(i − F ). However, for the Π 0,N +δ (i, j; k, l; E), the term i = j is non vanishing in general, because (1 − n i )n i can be non-zero for fractionally occupied orbitals.
3. The index i can be divided into three sets: particle (p) (or unoccupied u), hole (h) (or occupied, o), and fractional (f ). Note the somewhat confusing many-body terms of hole state for i < F , and particle state for F < i. The particle and hole concept is from the "vacuum" of the Fermi sea, a particle is obtained by adding it to the state above F and hole is obtained for states below F . In normal terms, the occupied states (o) are below F , and the unoccupied states (u) are above F . When appropriate, we will use {a, b, c, d, ...} to denote unoccupied (particle) and fractional unoccupied states, {i, j, k, l, ...} to denote occupied (hole) and fractional occupied states, and {m, n, o, p, ...} to denote arbitrary states. In the concept of the "vacuum" of the Fermi sea, the fractional occupied states are both particle and hole states. In the normal occupied/unoccupied concept, the fractional occupied states are both occupied and unoccupied (fractionally).
4. Π 0,N +δ (i, j; k, l; E) is non-vanishing for the following cases:
(a) (1 − n i )n j = 0, when j F i; that is j is a hole state (j < F ) or a fractionally occupied state (j = F ), and i is a particle (F < i) or a fractionally occupied state (F = i).
(b) n i (1 − n j ) = 0, when i F j; that is i is a hole state or a fractionally occupied state, j is a particle or a fractionally occupied state.
5. Π 0,N +δ (i, j; k, l; E) is a diagonal matrix in the space of (ij × kl) because of δ ik δ jl . Similarly to Eq. (20), we will use the unfolded matrix representation of the propagator, whose dimension is
, where n o is the number of (fully) occupied orbitals, n f the number of fractionally occupied orbitals, and n u the number of fully unoccupied orbitals. Its structure is given in Table 1 .
In the two-point spin coordinate representation, the fractional propagator is given by
which in the energy form is 
where the occupied density matrix (hole) is
and the unoccupied density matrix (particle) is
If the orbitals are real, then
and the second part in Π 0,N +δ (x 1 , x 2 ; E) can be rearranged as
C. Ground State Energy from the Polarization Propagators
A nice property of the polarization propagator is that it is connected directly to ground state density matrix and hence the total energy.
Potential Energy from Π(x, y; E)
Consider the interaction energies
The diagonal part of the two particle reduced density matrix (2-rdm) is
The last term in the previous equation can be rewritten as
where we have used
as the 2-rdm is symmetric, γ 2 (y, x) = γ 2 (x, y)
Now from the previous equations, we have
Hence
Potential Energy from Π(i, j; k, l; E)
Sometime it is desirable to work in the 4-point index space. We can express the potential energy as
where we use
Using Eq. (65), we have
which is derived in details in section (A 5) in the Appendix. Thus
and for real orbitals, γ jk,il = γ il,jk .
We now can express the potential energy as
Equivalently,
See Section (A 6) in the Appendix for details of the derivation.
HF energy from
Given the HF determinant wavefunction Φ N 0 , the potential energy in HF theory is given by
To extend this expression to fractional charges and fractional spins, simply use Π 0,N +δ (x 1 ; x 2 ; E) of Eq.
(77), and
Thus the last two terms of Eq. (92)
and we have
which recovers the HF potential energy for fractional systems.
Correlation energy
We will use an adiabatic connection, which is more general than Eq. (39), to calculate the total energy.
with corresponding energy
We use a new expression for H 1 (λ), H(λ) = H 0 + H 1 (λ), such thatH(1) = H 0 + H 1 (1) is the physical H. (1)), and
where we used the result from the previous section on Π 0 (x; y; E) :
Thus we have the general expression for calculating the ground state energy from polarization propagator:
In general u(1) = (v s − v), u(0) = 0, where v s is the non-interacting reference potential. In between both limits we can have any u(λ), so that
∂ρ λ ∂λ dλ , and
We then have another general expression for calculating the ground state energy from the polarization propagator E(1)
There are various ways to design adiabatic connections [28] [29] [30] [31] , that are now considered in this context.
a. Linear potential connection First, one can follow the linear path for the potential u(λ) = λu(1) =
and the ground state total energy, Eq. (98), for the linear potential path is
Using HF energy expression
b. Constant density connection The second path is the constant-density adiabatic connection ( [29, 30] ), ∂ρ λ ∂λ = 0, ρ 0 = ρ λ = ρ 1 , namely, the electron density along the adiabatic connection is kept constant and is equal to the density of the physical system. Then, the ground state total energy, Eq. (98), becomes
Thus the correlation energy is
In four-point matrix form, we have
where we use the anti-symmetric interaction matrix il||jk = ij|V ph |kl to calculate the correlation energy, as in Eq. (85). We also replaced the integration along the real axis by integration along the imaginary axis, as they are shown equivalently in Eq. (84).
Eq. (101) 
D. Random Phase Approximations

RPA Equations
The random phase approximation (RPA) [20] can be written as the equation for the polarization propagator,
or in condensed notation
where ij|U ph |kl can be a general energy-independent interaction. ij|U ph |kl = ij|V ph |kl for RPA with no exchange interaction, and ij|U ph |kl = ij|V ph |kl for RPAE, the random phase approximation with exchange interaction.
Assume that Π RPA has a Lehmann representation as that of the exact one in Eq. (65) [20] ,
Within RPA, define the excitation energy
the column matrix X n with dimension (n u + n f )(n o + n f ),
and the column matrix Y n with dimension (n o + n f )(n u + n f ),
then we can write [20] 
It is not necessary to solve the RPA equation, Eq. (105), directly for every energy, because we can use the analytical structure of Π(E) from Eq.(110). We multiply Eq. (105) from the left by (Π 0 ) −1 ,
thus,
We only need to solve the equations at the singularity of Π RPA . Thus
Take the limit
Thus, Eq. (112) is valid for any ε π n , including the ε π n = 0 when the ground state is degenerate for both the many-electron and the non-interacting reference system. Eq. (112) can be rewritten in terms of two blocks, corresponding to the X n and Y n components:
Based on Table 1 ,(Π 0 (a, i; a, i; ε
Define the following fractional-transformed quantities
Then Eq. (115) can be written as
Similarly, using (Π 0 (i, a; i, a; ε π n − iη))
from Table 1 , we can convert Eq. (114) into
In matrix notation 
where the A and B matrices including fractional occupations are
This is the RPA equations for systems with fractional charges and fractional spins, which were developed in our previous work [24, 25] , based on just using the occupation-scaled orbitals with Eqs. (1819) and extending the dimension of the matrices to include the fractional orbitals in both the occupied and unoccupied states. The static limiting case of E = 0 has also been developed [32] in conjunction with extending the analytical evaluation of Fukui functions [33] and local conditions for the fractional charge and fractional spins. Here we have given the full derivation starting from the basic formula of the single-particle Green's function for fractional systems, Eq.(15). Our derivation also gives clear meaning for the eigenvectors X n and Y n for fractional systems.
RPA Energy Expressions
We now focus on the correlation energy. The RPA equation, Eq. (105), for Π RPA,λ at the coupling constant λ can be solved as
Then, the RPA approximation to correlation energy, based on Eq. (102), is
Note that if we use jk||il = kl|V ph |ij instead of jk|il = kl|V ph |ij , there is an additional factor of 1 2 as in Eq. (103), and therefore
We can see the convenience of using Eq. (125) for conventional RPA without exchange interaction where U ph =V ph and Eq. (126) for RPAE with exchange where U ph = V ph . In Section (A 7) of the Appendix, we show that
a∈particle,i∈hole
Thus for RPA, U ph =V ph , without exchange
For RPAE, U ph = V ph , with exchange,
These are the desired results rigorously derived from the ensemble of the basic variable, which have been used previously in showing the large localization error in the RPA energy [24, 25] .
Eq. (128) extends the results of previous work [34, 35] is needed for RPAE correlation energy compared with that for RPA [21, 22] . Both Eq. (128) and Eq. (129) apply for both the normal RPA and also the RPA with fractionally occupied orbitals.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Many approximate approaches and many-body theoretical methods are explicit functionals of the single particle Green's function of the non-interacting reference system. This work shows the rigorous extension of those methods to fractional charges and fractional spins. This is achieved by taking the appropriate ensemble average of the one-electron Green's function, which is the basic variable, and using this in the corresponding energy expression. We have shown this for methods such as LDA, HF, MP2 and RPA using the fact that the non-interacting one-electron density matrix Eq. (23) and the non-interacting polarization propagator Eq. (71) can be expressed in terms of the non-interacting single-particle Green's function Eq (15) . This leads to expressions in terms of fractional charges and fractional spins describing systems that correspond to the dissociation limit of molecules with integer occupation numbers, as has been shown for H + 2 and H 2 [4] .
It should be noted that for many-body methods such as RPA, our development is different from the finite temperature extensions previously considered in the literature. The dimension and structure of our RPA matrix equations, Eq. (122), are uniquely related to fractional systems at zero temperature. The development in this paper is completely consistent with the simple scaling of the orbitals:φ i = √ n i φ i for the occupied orbitals, andφ a = (1 − n a )φ a for the unoccupied orbitals, and the inclusion of fractional orbitals in both the occupied and unoccupied sets of orbitals. For other methods where the connection to the underlying single particle Green's function is not clear, we expect the occupation scaling to apply. This development should allow examining and developing functionals based on many-body methods to meet the the very challenging exact conditions for fractional charges and fractional spins [3] , which is important, as the violation of these conditions explains many dramatic failures of DFT in realistic applications.
Appendix A: Details of Derivation
1. An identity
Let
where the infinitesimal number η > 0, then
The second order self energy
The second order self energy is given in terms of G 0 and we perform the energy integration
which is Eq. (38) in the text.
We have used the following integrals
Energy Expression from the equation of motion
The equation of motion for H(λ), suppressing the index of λ in a i (t), can be expressed as
Then
and (using t
and the identity of Eq. (A5).
Therefore at λ = 1,
and similarly
Thus, the ground state energy can be expressed as
Taking the choice of h + u as the Hamiltonian for the non-interacting reference system,
we have
This gives
The expression for the energy can be cast as, using Eqs. (44 and A13 )
which is Eq. (45) in the text.
The second-order energy
The detailed integration needed for the second order energy is the following
ilmq iq||lm lm||iq (1 − n l )(1 − n m )n q n i ε i + ε q − ε l − ε m (A20) 
